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SUMMARY 
The vector space Lb@, P) of all order bounded linear operators from the complex 
vector lattice E into the order complete complex vector lattice P is a complex 
vector lattice. The modulus of an order bounded linear operator T is defined by 
ITI =sup {Re(lT)lI E C, /A]= 1). 
Under additional conditions on E, some formulas are proved for /Tl(z), where 
T E L*(E, F) and 05~~ E. An example: If E is Archimedean and relatively 
uniformly complete, T E L*(E, F) and 022~ E, then ITl(z)=sup {ITyljy~E, IyI &}. 
These formulas were already known for o-order complete complex vector lattices 
and for E=C(X), X compact Hausdorff. 
1. INTR~DUOTION 
The vector space D(E, F) of all order bounded linear operators from 
the complex vector lattice E into the order complete complex vector 
lattice F is a complex vector lattice. The modulus of an order bounded 
linear operator T is defined by 
In this paper we prove that if E is Archimedean and relatively uniformly 
complete, T E Lb(E, F) and Ogx E E then 
PI(x)= sup {ITYI IY E E, I~/14 
This is a generalisation of a theorem of U. KRENOEL [2], who proved 
this formula for a special class of complex Banach lattices, which contains 
all a-complete complex Banach lattices. The class of Archimedean relatively 
uniformly complete complex vector lattices contains all complex Banach 
lattices. In the special case E =C(X) (X compact Hausdorff) we have 
D(C(X), C) =C(X)‘, so for ,u E C(X)’ and Ogf E C(X) we have 
IPI(f) = sup b4s)l 19 E C(X), lgl G/I* 
This fact was already known ; it is an exercise in BOURBAKI ([l], Ch III, 
3 1, ex 6, p. 93). For definitions and terminology concerning vector lattices 
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which are not explained in this paper, the reader is referred to PERES- 
SIN1 [5]. 
I am indebted to Professor M. A. Kaashoek for his interest and guidance 
during the preparation of this paper. 
2. REAL AND COMPLEX VECTOR LATTICES 
The positive cone of a vector lattice E will be denoted by E+. A vector 
lattice E is called Archimedean if XQ 0 whenever lwxg y for some y E E+ 
and all 01) 0. A sequence (x,) is said to converge u-uniformly to x (where 
u is an element of E+) if for every E > 0 there exists a natural number N 
such that for all n>N we have Ix~--x/ < EU. A sequence (5%) is said to be 
an u-fundamental sequence if for every E > 0 there exists a natural number 
N such that for all m, n> N we have jxla -xml <au. A vector lattice E 
is called relatively uniformly complete if for each u E E+ and u-fundamental 
sequence (x,) there exists x E E such that (x,) converges u-uniformly to x. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (cf [4]). Let E be an Archimedean relatively uniformly 
complete vector lattice. Let 0 <x E E and let I,: = UnrN n[ -x, x] be the 
ideal generated by x. Then I% is linearly and lattice isomorphic with a function 
space C,.(X) of all continuous real valued functions on a compact Hausdorfl 
space X; under this &morphism, lx is the image of x. 
An ordered vector space E is said to have property (E) if for each x, y E E 
the set {x cos 19 + y sin 1318 E R) has a supremum. An order complete vector 
lattice has property (E) since the set {x cos 6+ y sin 010 E R} is bounded 
above by 1x1+ 1~1. An ordered vector space with property (E) is always 
a vector lattice. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 ([4] lemma 3.1). If E is an Archimedean relatively 
uniformly complete vector lattice, then E has property (E). 
A complex vector lattice is an ordered pair (E, E+) consisting of a complex 
vector space E and a cone Ef in E such that 
(1) if Er = Ef - E+, then (Er, E+) is a (real) vector lattice with property (E) ; 
(E,. is called the real part of E) 
(2) Eo = Er @ iE, (Eo is the real restriction of E). 
A complex vector space is a complex vector lattice if and only if it is 
(isomorphic with) the complexification of a vector lattice with property (E). 
In a complex vector lattice E one can define an absolute value 1. jc: E + E 
which is an extension of the absolute value 1.1 is the vector lattice Er. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let E be a complex vector lattice. Let 1.1 denote the 
absolute value in the vector lattice Er. De&e a mapping 1. le: E --f E as 
follows: if x=xl+ixs (x E E; x1, x2 E Er), then 
Ix~~:= SUP {x1 COS~+X~ sine]eER} 
= sup @e (ti)]n E C, (A/ = l} 
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(Re y is the projection of y on the real part Er). Then 
(1) Ixlc E E+ for all x E E, 
(2) lxjc= 1x1 for all x E E,, 
(3) I~+yl~~lxl~+lyl~ for aZZ x, y E E, 
(4) 11x1,= 111. IX/~ for all x E E and all il E C, 
(5) lxl,=O if and only if x=0. 
PROOF. The proof is straightforward. 
In view of property (2) the mapping 1. je : E + E is an extension of 
the absolute value in E,. 1.1: Er + E,. The elements of the positive cone 
E+ are exactly the fixed points under both ] . Ic and 1. I. From now on we 
shall write 1x1 instead of Ixlc. If x E E, then 1x1 is called the absolute value 
of x. 
A linear subspace I of a complex vector lattice is called an ideal if 
y E E whenever z E I and Iy] Q 1x1. If I is an ideal in a complex vector 
lattice E and I,: =I n E,. (ET is the real part of E), then 1; is an ideal 
in the vector lattice E, and I = I,. + iI,.. The intersection of an arbitrary 
collection of ideals is again an ideal. If x E E, then the ideal generated by x 
is given by 
L= UN n{y e El IYI =G I+ 
A linear operator T: E --f F from the complex vector lattice E into 
the complex vector lattice F is called a lattice-isomorphism if it is the 
complex extension of a (real) lattice isomorphism T,: E, + FT. A complex 
vector lattice E is called Archimedean, relatively uniformly complete or 
order complete respectively whenever the real part E,. is Archimedean, 
relatively uniformly complete or order complete respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let E be an Archimedean, relatively uniformly com- 
plete complex vector lattice. Let 0 <x E E and let I, = lJncN n{y E El IyI <x> 
be the ideal generated by x. Then Iz is linearly and lattice isomorphic with 
a function space C(X) of all continuous complex valued functions on a 
compact Hausdore space X, and under this isomorphism 1~ is the image of x. 
PROOF. Consequence of proposition 2.1, the definition of complex 
vector lattice and the definition of lattice isomorphism (cf [4]). 
A complex vector lattice E has the Riesz decomposition property if 
whenever z E E, x and y E E+ and ]zI <x+ y, there exist elements xl, 2s E E 
such that x=zi + x2, ]zrl <x and lzsl< y. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 ([a] Theorem 3.3). If E is an Archimedean relatively 
uniformly compZete complex vector lattice then E has the Riesz decomposition 
property. 
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A complex vector lattice E has the a~~roxkztion property if whenever 
x E E+, y E E with Iyj QX and E> 0, then there exist a natural number n, 
o(1, . . . . OI~EC and 21, . . . . Z~EE such that 
(1) Ogx~<x (i=l, . . . . 12); 
(2) J(xgl<l (i=l, . . ..n). 
(3) x-1 (azl.Q<x; 
(4) Iy- xz1 WI1 Q&Xi 
(5) I IYI - Es, I~+%l<~x. 
LEMMA 2.6 ([l] Ch. III, 3 I, exercise 6, p. 98). Let X be a compact 
Hausdorg space, let f E C(X) and s > 0. Then there exist a natural number n, 
al, . . . . an E C and gl, . . . . gn E C(X) such that 
(1) O<gi< lx (i=l, . . . . n); 
(2) I4~llfll (i=l, *-*,%I; 
(3) II x-1 l~clgtll Qllfll; 
(4) Ilf- ~~ptg~ll<~; 
(5) II Ifl- x=1 Id7tII~~* 
PROOF. Let f E C(X) and E>O. For each x E X, let 
G={Y EXI lf(+f(Y)l<+ 
Since X is compact, {U,lx E X} has a finite subcover {U,,, . . ., U,,}. Let 
{Sl, ***, gn} be a partition of unity, subordinated to (U,,, ,.., Uz,>. Then 
we have 
(1) Oggi< lx (i=l, . . . . n), 
gi(x) = 0 if x 6 U,, 
Writing ala = f(x& we have 
(2) M~llfll @=I, . . ..n) 
(3) II igI l47~II G llfll * II d5I gtll= llfll 
For all x E X we have 
I Ifl@b&)- ld7&dl~ If@hW-w&a <w@)* 
Consequently, 
If(x)- *iI W74x)l =lf(x) itI s(x)- jl W&)lGE jI &4 =5 
so 
(4) Ilf- ,; wtll < E 
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and 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If E is an Archimedean relatively uniformly complete 
complex vector lattice, then E has the approximation property. 
PROOF. Let x E E+, y E E such that Iyj GX and E > 0. We may assume 
that x #O. Let Iz be the ideal generated by x. I, is lattice isomorphic 
with a space C(X) and under this isomorphism, lx is the image of x 
(proposition 2.4). Let f be the image of y. Then Ilflj<lllxll= 1. By the 
preceding lemma there exist a natural number n, 011, . . ., oin E C and 
gl, . . . . gn E C(X) such that: 
(1) O<gz<lx (i=l, . . . . n); 
(2) l4=4lgtll~l (i=l, . . ..n). 
(3) 2-1 ld7~<llfll~Lr~~x; 
(4) If - z:g Wil <&lx; 
(5) I Ifl- x4 ImlB <&1X* 
Let zi E lZ be such that gz is its image under the isomorphism (i = 1, . . . . n). 
Then 011, . . . . 01~ EC and zi, . . . . 2% E E+ have the desired properties. 
3. THE MODULUS OF AN ORDER BOUNDED LINEAR OPERATOR 
Let E and F be two (real) vector lattices. A linear operator T: E + F 
is called positive if TX E F+ whenever x E E+. The set of all positive operators 
from E into F will be denoted by K(E, F). A linear operator T: E --f F 
is called order bounded if T maps every order bounded subset of E on 
an order bounded subset of F. The set of all order bounded linear operators 
from E into F will be denoted by Lb(E, F). Lb(E, F) is a vector space, 
a linear subspace of the vector space L(E, F) of all linear operators from 
E into F. K(E, F) is a cone in Lb(E, F), and hence Lb(E, F) is an ordered 
vector space with respect to the partial ordering defined by 
T1 G Tz if and only if Tz-Tl E K(E, F). 
If x E E+, then a decomposition of x is a finite subset {xi, . . . . xla} of E+ 
such that zFZ1 xz = x. The set of all decompositions of x is denoted by 
d(x). If 61 = {xi, . . ., xn} and 82 = {yi, . . . , yna} are two decompositions of x, 
then 61 is calledfiner than 82 if for all i E (1, . . . . n} there existsj E (1, . . . . m} 
such that xi < yj ; we shall write 61> 82. The relation > is a partial ordering 
in d (x) ; since a vector lattice has the Riesz decomposition property, d(x) 
is directed upwards. 
Let T E Lb(E, F), x E E+ and 6 = {xl, . .., xn} E O(x). The total variation 
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of T with respect to 6 is defined by 
Vd(x, T):= i (Txl/. 
i=l 
PROPOSITION 3.1 Let E be a vector lattice and let F be an order complete 
vector lattice. Then Lb(E, F) is an order complete vector lattice. Moreover 
we have the following formulas for the modulus of an order bounded operator T: 
(1) If T E Lb(E, F) and x E E+, then 
ITI@)= sup {WY E E, k/I ~a$= sup {Wr, T)ld E 44). 
(2) If T E Lb(E, F), then for all x EX: 
IT4 G ITI 1x1. 
(3) If (TAh,, is an indexed set in Lb(E, F) which is bounded above, and 
if x E E+, then 
x1, . . . . xn E E+ and 5 X$=X}. 
i-l 
PROOF. The proof can be found in [5], p. 22-23. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the study of the modulus of an 
order bounded linear operator between complex vector lattices. Let 
T: E + F be a linear operator from the complex vector lattice E into 
the complex vector lattice F. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) TE+ C F+, 
(2) JTxj gT[xl for all x E E, 
(3) T is the complex extension of a positive operator Tr : E, + Fr. 
An operator satisfying these conditions is called a positive operator. 
The set of all positive operators from E into F is denoted by K(E, F). 
A subset A of a complex vector lattice E is called order bounded if there 
exists x E E+ such that Iy] QX for all y E A. A linear operator T: E --f F 
is called order bounded if T maps every order bounded subset of E on 
an order bounded subset of F. The set of all order bounded linear operators 
from E into F is denoted by Lb(E, F). Lb(E, F) is a complex vector space, 
and K(E, F) is a cone in Lb(E, F). 
If E and F are complex vector lattices, then Eo= Er @ iE, and Fo= 
= F,. @ iFr. The complex vector space L(E, F) of all linear operators from 
E into F is isomorphic with the complexification of the real vector space 
L(E,., F,.) of linear operators from E,. into F,.. Each linear operator T : E + F 
has a unique decomposition T = T1 +iTg such that Tl(E,) C F, and 
Tz(E,) C Fr. The operators T1 and Tz are the complex extensions of linear 
operators TI,, and TQ: Er + FT. The operator T1 is order bounded if 
and only if Tl,, is order bounded and T is order bounded if and only if 
T1 and Tz are order bounded. Consequently, Lb(E, F) is isomorphic with 
the complexification of the real vector space Lb(Er, Fr). If we identify 
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an order bounded linear operator T,: E, -+ F,. with its complex extension 
T: E --f F, then we may write 
La(E, F)o=L*(E,, Fr) 0 iL*(Er, Fr). 
If li; is an order complete vector lattice, then Lb(E,, F,.) is an order 
complete vector lattice (proposition 3.1), and thus Lb(E, F) is a complex 
vector lattice. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E be a complex vector lattice and let F be an order 
complete complex vector lattice. Then Lb(E, F) is an order complete complex 
vector lattice. If T E Lb(E, F), T=Tl+iTa (TI, Tz E Lb(E,., F,.)), then the 
absolute value of T is given by 
(3.2.1) jTI = sup {TI cos O+Tz sin 010 E R} 
(3.2.2) = sup {Re (AT)(A E C, IAl = l> 
If x E Ef, then 
(3.2.3) 
ITI = sup { iz (Re W’))b4ln E N; 
and 
(3.2.4) IT/(x)= sup {V&x, TN6 Ed} 
PROOF. If F,. is an order complete vector lattice, then Lb(E,., F,.) is 
an order complete vector lattice (proposition 3.1), and thus Lb@, F) is 
an order complete complex vector lattice. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) are true by 
the definition of absolute value in complex vector lattices (proposition 2.3), 
and (3.2.3) follows from (3.2.2) and (3.1.1). Let us prove (3.2.4). If x E E+ 
and IAl=l, then 
ITI(x)>(ReAT)(x)=Re @TX). 
If the supremum is taken over all 1 with 111= 1, we obtain 
(3.2.5) ITIW~lT4 
Let 6=(x1, . . . . xn} E d(x). Then 
Consequently, sup {V,(x, T)/8 E d(x)} exists, and 
sup K&G T)P 6 0)1< ITI( 
23 Indagationes 
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Conversely, if {XI, . . . . x8} E d(x) and ill, . . . . An E C with /A11 = . . . = l&l= 1, 
then 
5 Re VW4 G itl ITsI = VAX, T). 
i-l 
From (3.2.3) it follows that 
ITI@) G sup {Ux, W E &9). 
Hence 
ITW= sup K&, TM E 44). 
PROPOSITION 3.3 ([4] theorem 3.4) Let E be a complex vector Zattice 
with the Riesz decomposition property and let F be an order complete complex 
vector lattice. Let T: E -+ F be an order bounded linear operator. DeJine 
L:E+-+F+ by 
(3.3.1) L(x) := sup {IQ IY E E, Iyl c+ 
Then L is additive and positively homogeneous, so L has a unique extension 
to a positive operator 
Ta:E+F. 
Moreover, the following holds. 
(1) If XE Ef, then 
(3.3.2) Tax= sup {Re (Ty)ly E E, Iyl=~x) 
(2) For each x E E, 
(3.3.3) IT4 Q Ta14 
and Ta is the smallest positive operator from E into F with this property. 
(3) (3.3.4) ITI <Ta. 
(4) If T is in the real part of Lb(E, F), i.e., if T(E,.) C F,., then ITI =Ta. 
Hence, the mapping a: Lb(E, F) --+ Lb(E, F) is an extension of the mapping 
1. I : -WC, Ft.1 + -W-L F,-). 
(5) The mapping a: Lb(E, F) + L*(E, F) has the following properties: 
(3.3.5) (S+T)a<Sa+Ta for all S, T E Lb(E, F) 
(3.3.6) (AT)a= ll]Ta for all T E Lb(E, F) and all il E C 
(3.3.7) Ta=O if and only if T=O. 
PROOF. Let x E E+ be given. Since T is order bounded, (ITyl Iy E E, 
JyI <x> is an order bounded subset of Fr, and since F,. is order complete, 
L(x):= sup V’YI IY E Es IYI <XI 
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exists. Hence, since lTy[ = sup {Re (Py)lJ E C, 111= l}, we have 
(3.3.2) L(x) = sup {Re (Ty)ly E E, IYI GX>. 
Given xi, x2 E E+ and yl, y2 E E with (yl( <xi, ly4 ~22, we have 
Lb-1 + 22) z Re T(yl+ ~2) = Re P’yl) + Re (7’y2), 
so L(xl+ 22) >Lxl+ LXZ. Conversely, if jyl <xl +x2, then by the Riesz 
decomposition property there exist yi, ya E E with y = yi + ys, lyij <xi and 
ly~l~x2. Then 
Re (Ty) = Re (Tyl) + Re (7’yz) < Lx1 + LXZ, 
so L(xl +x2) g Lx1 + LXZ. Hence L(xl + x2) = Lx1 + Lx2. Also L&x) =&Lx 
(LY > 0, x E E+). Consequently, L has a unique extension to a linear operator 
Tp : E,. --f Fr which is positive, since T,.a(E+) = L(E+) C F+. Tp has a unique 
extension to a positive linear operator Ta: E --+ F. 
(2) By the definition of Ta 
(3.3.3) Tab-l =-WI = sup {ITYI I IYI Q IxI>> ITxI- 
Let S be a positive operator with the property lTx/ ~Slxl for each x E E. 
If x E E+ and Iyj <x, then lTy/ <SlyI <Sx and thus Tax=Lx= sup {ITyl j 
Iyl<x)<Sx. But then Tags. 
(3) Let XEE+ and 6=(x1, . . ..x~}E~(x). Then 
VJX, T) = 2 ITxil < 5 Taxt= Tax. 
4-1 i-l 
Hence ITIx= sup {P&x, T)ld ~d(x)}~Tax, so ITIIL:GTax, so 
(3.3.4) ITI < Ta. 
(4) Suppose that T(E,) C Fr. Let x> 0. Then 
Tax= sup {ITyl IY E E, Iyl <~}a sup {FYI IY E En IYI -4~ 
On the other hand, let z E E, 1.~1 QX. Let x=x1 +iza with 21, 2s E Er. Then 
Tz = Tzl + iT.22 and Tzl, Tz2 E F,.. For each 8 we have xi cos 8 + 22 sin 0 E E, 
and 
Hence 
~21cos6+x~sin~~~(z~gx. 
1T.z = sup {I(Tzl) cos 8+ (Tz2) sin 81 10 E R) 
= SUP {IT(zl cos e+zz sin e)l 10 E R}< SUP {ITyl Iy E &, Iyl GX}, 
and so Tax= sup {ITzl Iz E E, IzI <x}g sup {ITyl Iy E E,, IyI GX). Conse- 
quently, Tax= sup {ITyl jy E E,., Iyl gx}. From proposition 1.5 it follows 
now that Ta=ITI. 
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(5) If x E Ef, then 
(fi+T)ax= sup {I(fi+T)yl IY E E, IYI =e> 
Q sup {ISyl Iy E E, Iyl <x}+ sup {IQ/l Iy E E, k/l <x}=flax+Tax. 
Hence 
(3.3.5) (S+T)a<Sa+Ta 
(IT)ax= sup {IK”yl Iy E E, Iyl <x}= 14 sup (IQ/l Iy E E, Iyl G>= IWax. 
Hence 
(3.3.6) (IT)a= /AIT@. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let E be a complex vector lattice such that 
(a) E is A-chime&an, 
(b) E has the Rie.sz decomposition property, 
(c) E has the approximation property. 
Let F be an order complete complex vector lattice. Then each T E L*(E, F) 
satisfies ITI =Ta. Moreover, if T E L*(E, F) and x E Ef, then 
where 
ITlx=Tax=T*x, 
(3.4.1) 
T*x:= sup {I 2 orgTxg[ InEN;oll, . . ..LY~ EC; 
i-l 
xl, . . . . x,, E E+ and 2 lorrlxt <x}. 
i-l 
PROOF. Let XEE+ and let al,..., o~~EC and x1 ,..., x%EE+ be such 
that Es1 lorrlxegx. Then 
(we have used 3.2.5). Hence 
T*~=~~p(l~or~T~lin~N;ac~,...,or,~C; x~,...,x~EE+ and~latlxtgx} 
i-1 i-1 
exists, and T*x</Tjx. Let O(lyl<x and let E>O. Since E has the ap- 
proximation property, there exist x1, . . . . 2% E E+ and (~1, . . . . 01~ E C such 
that 
(1) Ogz~gx (i=l, . . . . n), 
(2) lacgl<l (i=l, . . ..?a). 
(3) x-1 bIIzL<X, 
(4) Iy- &“&I<= 
(5) I Iyl - z:2, I44 G&X. 
We have 
ITYIGIT( i arzc)l+/Ty--T(~~~~lzi)l 
i-l 
with 
and 
jT( t: atza)I <Tbx. 
i=l 
Hence 1 Tyl < Tbx + &Tax. This is true for arbitrary E > 0; since E is Archi- 
medean, it follows that ITyl G Tbx. Thus we have proved that Tax< Tbx< 
< ITjx. Since jTlx< Tax (proposition 3.3(3)), it follows that Tax=Tbx= ITlx 
and thus T@= ITI. 
COROLLARY 3.5. 
(1) If E,. is an Archimedean, relatively uniformly complete (real) vector 
lattice, then its complexijcation E is a complex vector lattice with the Riesz 
decomposition property and the approximation property. 
(2) If moreover F is an order complete complex vector lattice, then D(E, F) 
is an order complete comgdex vector lattice and for T E Lb(E, F) and x E E+ 
we have 
ITlx=( ;y Re W))(x)= SUP {J’Ax, T)ld Ed}= 
= sup {ITyl IY E E, Iyl GX>= SUP @e (TY)~Y E E, IYI <XI= 
= sup {I 2 arTxiIIn~N;oll, . . . . LX~E C; xi, . . . . xn~E+ and f lc~lg<x}. 
i-l 4-l 
PROOF. 
(1) follows from the propositions 2.2, 2.5 and 2.7. 
(2) follows from the propositions 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO COMPLEX BANACH LATTICES 
A com$ex Banach lattice is an ordered triple (E, E+, II - 11) such that 
(1) (E, E+) is a complex vector lattice, 
(2) (E, II .]I) is a complex Banach space, 
(3) If x, y E E satisfy 1x1~ Iyl, then llxll~llyll. 
If (E, E+, II.II) is a complex Banach lattice, then E7 = E+ - E+ is a closed 
subspace of the real restriction Eo, so (E,, E+, 11.11) is a (real) Banach 
lattice, and E is topologically isomorphic with the complexification of Er. 
On the other hand, if (E7, E+, [/.I]) is a (real) Banach lattice, then (E,., Ef) 
is Archimedean and relatively uniformly complete, so its complexification 
E is a complex vector lattice with the Riesz decomposition property and 
the approximation property. Define a norm I I I . I I I on E by lllxl I I : = II 1x1 II 
(where II.Ij is the norm of Er). Then (E, E+, I I 1. I I I) is a complex Banach 
lattice and / I [.I[/ is the only norm which makes (E, E+) a complex Banach 
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lattice. Consequently, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
class of (real) Banach lattices and the class of complex Banach lattices. 
Since a positive operator between (real) Banach lattices is continuous. 
a positive operator between complex Banach lattices is also continuous. 
Consequently, R(E, F) C D(E, P), w h ere D(E, F) is the complex Banach 
space of all continuous linear operators from E into F. 
If F is order complete we have 
(1) Lb(E, F)=K(E, F) -K(E, F) C Lc(E, F), 
(2) For S, T E Lb(E, F) it follows from O<S<T that ~~A!~~~~~~T~~, 
(3) For all T E Lb(E, F) we have l/Tllg II JTI 11. 
An element e of a complex Banach lattice E is called a strong order 
unit if 
{Y E El Ml Q I>= {Y E El IYI < 4. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a complex Banach lattice and let F be an order 
complete complex Banach lattice with a strong order unit. Then Lb(E, F) = 
= Lc(E, F) is an order complete complex Banach lattice, and the formulas 
of corollary 3.5 hid. 
PROOF. Let T E Lc(E, F) and let O<x E E. If lyJ<x, then llTyll< 
< lITI/. lly/11 Q IlTll. I/XII. Hence /Tyl < lITI Ilxlle. This shows that T E Lb(E, F), 
so Lb(E, F)=Lc(E, F). M oreover, L(x) : = sup {ITy[ I Iyj <x} exists, and 
L(x) G IITII IMe, 80 II-WII G IITII lb4 
Since for arbitrary x, I IT/(x)1 G lTl(jxl), we have 
II ITIWII~II I lTl(x)I II g/I l~l~l~l~ll=ll~~l~l~ll~ll~ll II I4 ll=ll~ll 1141, 
and hence llTl/ 2 II ITI II. S ince also llTll< II ITI /I, it follows that llTll= II ITI II. 
Together with 0 GAY< T + 11Sll<llTll, this gives the final result that 
Lb(E, F) is a complex Banach lattice. 
This theorem is a generalisation of a theorem of U. KRENGEL ([2], 
Satz 4.2), who proved this theorem for a class of complex Banach lattices 
which contains all u-order complete Banach lattices. 
COROLLARY 4.2 Let E be a complex Banuch lattice. Then E’ is an order 
complete complex Banach lattice. If ,u E E’, then IpI is dejined by 
IpI= sup {Re (&u)[il E C, IAl = I}. 
If XE-@+, then. IPI( sup {IPU(Y)I IY GE, 1~1~x1. 
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